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A convenient system of running 
water is available for every home. It 
is no longer necessary to wait for the 
big, new house with a heating plant, 
expensive water system and septic 
tank or sewer and thus spend many 
years in needless discomfort. 

Cost 

The cost will vary from a few dol
lars to a considerable amount, de
pending upon the system installed. 
The chief demands are a real desire 
on the part of the men folks to do 
something worth while for the wom
en folks of the household; and a will
ingness on the part of the women to 
try something different from what 
they have been accustomed to use, or 
from what they think is ideal to have. 

No attempt is made in this article 
to describe the complete water sys
tems now being installed in all mod
ern homes. An attempt is made to 
suggest som~ really desirable and 
simple systems that will make run
ning water available in the great ma
jority of isolated homes that now 
have no running water. 

Who Carries the Water? 

The housewife usually carries 
most of the water used for house
hold purposes in all homes where nei
ther mechanical aid nor hired human 
help is available. This is true be-

cause the mother is usually the only 
one in the house during most of the 
day, the men being engaged in out
side work, and the children being at 
school. 

How Much Water is Needed in 
a Dwelling? 

A normal family of eight persons, 
comprising a father, mother and both 
large and small children, will use 
generally from 200 to 225 gallons 
of water per week, or 28 to 30 gal
lons per day providing the washing 
as well as other housework is done at 
home. 

Cooperation With Nature 

Enough water falls on the roof of 
the average house to supply all of 
the water needed for cleansing pur
poses. This water is already elevated 
and runs downward naturally. A 
little cooperation with nature will 
collect and hold this water at a high 
enough level so that it will run by 
gravity into the kitchen or bath room 
or elsewhere when needed. 

Soft Water 

Rain water is soft, and most well 
water is hard ; hence rain water is 
generally much better for washing 
and cleaning than well water. Little 
soap and no chemicals are needed 
when rain water is used for cleans-

.. 
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ing purposes. Dishes, clothes and 
bodies are all more easily cleansed 
with soft than with hard water; 
hence these operations are mor_e like
ly to be thoroly done, especially 
by children, when plenty of soft wa
ter is easily available. 

Water System an Investment 

In ·these times of high labor costs 
and scarcity of help both in the house 
and out, anything that will save la
bor becomes a profitable investment, 
provided, of course, that the cost is . 
reasonable in proportion to the time 
and labor saved. We believe that any 
one of these simple water systems wiU 
save enough labor in one season's use 
to pay the entire cost of installing. 
The equipment will last many years, 
and each year will return 100 per 
cent on the investment, if the labor 
.saved and comfort secured are count
ed. If anyone needs and is entitled 
to labor saving devices, it is the home 
maker on the farm. If the women 
folks are perfectly able to do the 
housework, including washing and 
the carrying of the needed water, 
they should be able to employ their 
time to better advantage than in car
rying water in and out of the house 
when a very little effort and expense 
would provide means by 'which the 
force of gravity would take it both 
in and out. 

Please Read 

We ask those who see this article, 
especially those who can not. afford 
a complete water system, to read it . 
carefully, that they may see how 
simple a thing it is to have soft wa
ter on tap for instant use when need
ed rather than to wait for many years 
for, the complete system desired. 

The water systems described here
in arc arranged in order of simplicity; 
that is, the very simplest and cheap
est system is suggested first and the 
others systems are very largely mere 

additions to the first system .. All are 
so devised and arranged that there 
need be very little waste of either 
material or labor in the process of de- · 
velopment from the simple to the 
more complex systems. 

Two Systems 

Two rain water systems a're dis
cussed and illustrated; first, the sim
ple system with the outside house 
tank; second, the all year around sys
tem. The house-side tank can be used 
only in non-freezing weather. In the 
second system the outside tank has 
been displaced. A cistern and an in..
side elevated tank an:d connecting 
pipes now supply and distribute rain 
water for the house. 

Rain Water System No. 1 

This is called the house-side 'tank 
water system ; and altho very sim
ple, crude and unpretentious, it is 
capable of furnishing all the water 
needed for household purposes (ex
cept that used for drinking and food 
preparation, in case hard water is pre
ferred for these purposes). A large 
part of the water used in a dwelling 
is used for cleansing. Hence, this in
expensive home convenience carries 
nearly all the water used into the 
house and out of it during the time 
that it may be used, which is about 
seven months of each year. It works 
during the months when help is most 
needed and least readily available. It 
saves pumping, and it lifts and carries 
all this water into and about the 
house when fresh and out again after 
it has been used. 

Cost of Installation 

This simple, house-side water sys
tem can be installed for from $25 to 
$30 or even less, provided the ma
terials are purchased wisely or picked 
up about the place, and the house
holder does as much as possible of the 
work of installing. 
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Fie:. 1 
House-Side Tank 

Materials Needed 
1) A stock water tank of proper 

size. ( 2) A cover for the tank. ( 3) 
Supports and braces for tank. ( 4) 
Eaves troughs of some kind for the 
house roof. ( 5) A sink. ( 6) A con
vey board to direct the waste water 
from the house and cobblestones to 
form an aerating . space over which 
this waste water may spread after it 
leaves the convey board. Illustration 
No. 9 shows this crude drain. _ · 

A house-side water tank to be used 
for a family of six .should be about 
500 or 800 gallons capacity to insure 
an unfailing supply . of rain water 
during seasons of sparse rainfall. The 
supports should be so braced as to 
ensure firmness of support and each 
upright should either be set deep in 
the ground or so well embedd.ed in 

cement as to ensure permanence. 
Eaves troughs should be so made and 
so placed that the, rain water can be 
carried off, made to run on the 
ground during the first part of a rain 
storm (while 1the ro9f is being . 
washed), and then caused to flow in
to~the tank a little later. Such pro
vision will prevent an unnecessary 
amount of dirt entering this water 
supply tank. Illustration No. 1 shows 
how this turning off and on process. 
can be accomplished. The cover on 
the tank is for the purpose of exclud
ing leaves, dust, insects and all other 

· forms of dirt. 

It is evident that the installing of 
this very simple water system is so 
easy that any layman can readily man
age it himself. 
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F i ~t. 
The House-Side Tank on a Minnesota Farm 

Figure 1 shows ( 1 ) the house-side 
tank, (2) a rain water cut-off in the 
eaves trough or leader by means of 
which the water from the roof is kept 
out of the tank until the roof has been 
washed clean ; ( 3) a cord by means 
of which a person standing on the 
ground manipulates this cut-off; ( 4) 
an overflow pipe near the top of the 
tank. This pipe leads the water to 
the ground after the tank is full, and 
thus prevents house and windows 
from being soiled by overflow water; 
( 5) a cleanout plug in the bottom of 
the tank. This plug makes it possible 
to wash the tank when necessary. 

The illustration in Fig. 3 shows an 
actual installat ion of a house-side 
tank, which is a labor saver. 

Fig. 4 shows a house-side tank con-

nected up with 
1 
the pipe connections, 

faucets, sink and drain. 

Rain Water System No. 2 

This simple water system may be 
converted into an all year around sys
tem by making slight changes, and by 
adding a cistern. Many farms al
ready have cisterns which are made 
in a variety of ways. Some of the 
more common types . are described 
later. 

Cisterns of Different Forms 

Cisterns are usually either cylindri
cal, jug shaped or rectangular in 
form. Each of these forms or types 
has some excellent features and some 
that are not so desirable; for exam
ple, the jug shaped cistern is a very 
inexpensive type, but it is not uni
versally available because it can be 
successfully made in no soil e~cept 
stiff clay. See illustration No. 5. A 
cylindrical shaped cistern may be dug 
in any soil and is much more durable 
than a jug shaped one, but it is also 
considerably more expensive. A rec
tangular shaped cistern is a little less 
expensive than a cylindrical one. 

Eessentials of a Good Cistern 

1. A good cistern, no matter of 
what type, .... must provide water as 
nearly pure and as nearly clear and 
colorless as it is possible to have roof 
water under the best conditions pro
curable. 

2. A good cistern sh~uld supply 
soft water all of the time. 

3. A good cistern must have a wire 
screen through which the water from 
the roof flows as it enters the cistern. 
This screen prevents all coarse dirt 
such as leaves, twigs, bird feathers, 
and other foreign matter, that may 
have escaped being carried away, 
(during the roof rinsing process that 
took place at the beginning of the 
storm) from entering the cistern. 
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Fig. 4 
Din~:rnm of Pipe and Connections for the 

House-Side Tank 

Cistern Walls 
Cisterns ~f any kind except the jug 

shaped ones are usually walled with 
either stone, brick or cement blocks 1 

before being plastered with cement. 
\Vhere gravel is available, a cistern 
can be made of concrete very cheaply 
at the present time. 

All cisterns must be so covered as 
to prevent the entrance of dust, -in
sects, or dirt of any kind from all 
other sources as well as from the 
house roof. This necessitates a cover 
with no cracks; one that fits closely 
about the neck or top of the cistern. 
This cover should be removable to 
facilitate cleaning and repairing. 

Cistern Filters 
There are several ways of making 

cistern filters. The main requirement 
is to have a compartment inside the 
cistern walled off from the main part. 
The water as it is used comes from 
this small compartment. The water 
reaches this compartment through the 
wall that separates this part from the 
main part of the cistern and acts as a 
filter. The filter illustrated here is 
made of two walls of brick with a 
filling of sand between. These brick 
walls are laid without mortar. 

Figure 5 illustrates a jug-shaped 
cistern commonly made by digging a 
hole in the ground and simply plaster-
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Fi~t. 5 
The Jug ShaDe Cistern 

ing the inside with cement mortar. 
This type of wall is easily made in 
stiff clay, but it is not practicable in 
sandy soil. The neck of such a cistern 
may be made of concrete, but a com
mon sewer pipe is more conveniently 
used for this purpose. This kind of 
cistern must be so protected in win
ter as to prevent the water in it from 
freezing, and thus destroying the 
cement wall. 

Figure 6 shows the construction of 
a cylindrical type of brick cistern. 
This may be built in any soil by lay
wg up a wall of brick and mortar. 
This wall must be plastered on the · 
inside with rich cement mortar to 
make it water proof. The filter wall 
is composed of two brick walls placed 
about four inches apart, with the 
space between filled with sand. No 
mortar is needed in these brick (filter) 
waps, as the pressure of the cistern 
water on tl1e outside of this arch 
shaped filtering wall holds the brick: 
in place. 

Figure No. 7 shows a cross section 
of a round or cylindrical cistern with 
filter compartment. 

Fie:. 6 
Jl Cylindrical Brick Cistern '_Vilh S~·tion of 

Filter WnJJ 

Location of Cisterns 
Cisterns may be placed either out

side or inside the house ; a cistern in
side the house may be either an ele
vated or a basement one. A basement 
cistern has one advantage over both 
the elevated and the outside one· it 
needs no special protection agafnst 
frost. A basement cistern is econom
ical also in the way of money needed 
for pipes and energy needed for pump
ing. One disadvantage of a basement 
cistern is that there is not always 
room for it in that part of the house. 
Note the basement cistern with its 

Fie:. 7 
Cross Section o{ Cistern 
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Fig. 8 
A Simple All Year Water Supply. 

A can mnY be used instead of the barrel. 

straight pipe leading to the kitchen; 
also the outside cistern with its bent 
pipe leading to 1 the kitchen. Pump
ing is easer when the pipe is straight. 

All the Year Water Systems 
When it is desirable and possible 

to have a year around water system 
instead of a part year system as shown 
in illustrations Nos. 1-4, the change 
need not be expensive. To make this 
improvement, a cistern and a force 
pump in addition to what was provid
ed will be needed. 

Tne system illustrated in Fig. 8 
might naturally be the first step in 
this improvement. This may serve as 
a first step for many homes where 
there are cisterns. This type of pump 
L'an be bought for from $5 to $7. 
The illustration shows a barrel 
used as the supply tank and hot 

water tank. A steel barrel, a large 
garbage can, or a small galvanized 
iron tank might be used for this. A 
cover should in all cases be placed on 
the tank. Some device should be used 
that will readily show the level of 
water in the tank all the time. The 
tank must be placed high enough to 
carry water to the sink as shown. We 
recommend that both faucets be what 
is called a hose-bib ; this will enable 
the owner to use a short piece of hose 
to conduct water to the washing ma
chine, tubs, and boiler. 

A range with a water front, a wa
ter back or heating coils is more de
sirable than a range with a reservoir 
only for heating water. The range 
barrel holds enough water so that 
either hot or,warm water is available 
all the time, while a reservoir is not 
sufficient fo'r wash days. There is no 
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Fig. 9 
An angemeut of Equipment to Use with a System Like Fi~t. 8 

lifting of water necessary when either 
filling a range barrel with water or 
using water from it, while there is 
need of such lifting iri both cases 
when a range reservoir is used. 

When a new range is bought it is 
wise to secure one with water heat
ing front or back or coils. A new 
range should at least have provision 
for putting some one of these in, if 
one contemplates having running wa
ter in the house at any time. A range 
lasts a long time, and any kind of 
range is too costly to be cast aside be
fore it is worn out. 

Figure 8 shows some necessary and 
important details in the connections 
between range barrel and range water 
heating front. Note that the pipe 
leading water to the water front is 
connected to the range barrel near 
the bottom where the cold water stays 
naturally, because cold water is heav
ier than warm water. The pipe car
rying the hot water from the range 
water front to the range barrel is con
nected about half way up on the bar
rel where the warm water naturally 
stays. Such an arrangement keeps 
the water near the top of the range 
barrel or boiler hot, that near the 

middle warm, and that near the bot
tom cooler. With the pipes conqect
ed as shown, it is possible to secure 
a little hot water at the sink, soon 
after a fire has been built. 

Figure 9 illustrates a convenient 
arrangement of stove, boiler, wash
ing machine and slop sink. This stove 
is considerably lower than an ordi
nary stove and thereby saves some 
lifting. A bench on casters is a very 
convenient part of a wash room 
equipment. A slop sink low enough 
to permit draining water from the 
washing machine into it will save the 
lifting of much water. The simple 
drain illustrated here is far from 
ideal, but it will save a great deal of 
labor and is as sanitary as the usual 
method of throwing the wash water 
out in the yard. 

The Elevated Inside Tank 
In case the house-side tank is not 

already worn out, when the next step 
in water system making is taken, it 
may be used for an inside tank (see 
Fig. 10), for a watering trough, or 
for some other purpose. A slight 
change in disposing of the waste wa
ter will be necessary in this second 
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A Simple Water System Which Can Be Later Used for a Comolete System 

step, because this water system will 
be used all winter. The waste pipe 
should extend a few inches out
side the house-wall ·and there dis
charge onto a board or into a trough 
six or more feet long; either of these 
devices carries the water some dis
tance away from the house and thus 
prevents foundation walls and cellar 
from being dampened. 

An elevated tank, as the illustra
tion shows, is a great labor saver as 
water from the rains in summer will 
be stored at a high enough level 
that it will flow (by gravity) into 
any room in the lower part of the 
house. During winter and possibly 
during the long dry spells in the sum
mer it will be necessary to fill this 
tank by pumping water from the cis
tern, but not at other times. 

A large number of people will not 
want to use the barrel as shown in the · 
system illustrated in Figs. 8 and 10, 
but will prefer a regular hot water 
tank:. This improvement is shown in 

Fig. 11. The elevated tank can now 
be connected permanently to the rest 
of the water system. The hot and 
col'd water will both be under the full 
pressure of the water in the elevated 
tank:. The barrel would have to be 
filled at intervals while the hot water 
tank will be full all the time if there 
is water in the elevated tank. The 
connection from the stove to the hot 
water boiler is now made at the bot
tom and top of the tank as illustrated. 
This type of installation makes a good" 
start towards the more complete sys
tem discussed in another article. 

One Step at a Time 

This simple system may also be ,in
stalled in steps. The cistern, pump, 
sink and drain would be the first 
step. Either the hot water tank or 
the elevated tank added next and then 
the other one of these 'two. Aher 
these two additions, we believe that 
the next step should be the addition 
of the inside toilet. This system is 
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'Fi~. 12 
An Addition to Plan Shown in Fi~. 11 

A water system should include an inside toilet where possible 

shown in Fig. 12. Note pipe serves 
as a telltale pipe to inform the pump
er that the tank is full if the water is 
being pumped by hand. If well water 

· is available, w:ith some power to 
pump it, the water closet should be 
connected to the well water supply. 
This question is discussed more com
pletely in the article on "A Complete 
Gravity Water System." 

Figure 13 illustrates the type of 
laundry tubs generally used when a 
complete plumbing system is installed 
in a house. Such tubs could well be 
used under the conditions and with 
equipment shown in this article. They 
could easily be placed so that the 
drain pipe from them would lead into 
the slop sink and w~~ld be on hand 
ready for connecting up when the 

complete water system, toward which 
we are working, becomes a reality. 
These tubs are heavy enough to stand 
firmly without any connections and 
.allow the use of washboard and 
wringer. ':(hey should not be placed 
against the wall as is so often done, 
but should stand out where they can 
be worked at from both sides. 

Stationary Tubs and Drain 
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A COMPLETE GltA VITY WATER SYSTEM 
E. A. Stewart 

The well water at many homes is 
too hard for washing purposes. This 
is especially true where the water 
comes from deep wells. Under such 
conditions, provision must be made 
for two water systems. A complete 
system for furnishing both hard and 
soft water is illustrated in Fig. 1 on 
the opposite page. 

It is not necessary to install all of 
the equipment in this complete sys
tem at once. One unit may be in
stalled at a time. The whole plant 
with the windmill as a source of 
power and the septic tank for sewage 
disposal is shown in Fig. 2. This 

complete plant will cost less than any 
other method of water supply. The 
expense of ·Operation will be less than 
that of any other type. This system 
will operate for many years with but 
a trifling expense for repairs and de
mand a very small amount of time 
for operation. 

There is one feature of this system 
which some people do not like. They 
do not like to pump the soft water by 
hand. This feature of the system 
may be eliminated if electricity is 
available. However, the pumping is 
not as difficult as it would be if the 
water had to be pumped into a pres-

..--'---/, -- --f---
/ 

. l'il!. 1 
Hot and Cold W nter. Soft wnter nnd hnrd water instnll ntion for n farm house 
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sure tank. The back pressure is 
abou't eight pounds, while with a pres
sure system it would average about 
eighteen pounds. If a one inch pipe 
is arranged so as to bring water in 
from the eaves' troughs as indicated 
in both illustrations, the amount of 
pumping is considerably decreased. In 
one case, ono water was pumped 'for 
six months when a seven barrel tank ' 
was used for the soft water. One 
man informs me that twenty minutes 
pumping with a pump like the one 
shown in Fig. 11 supplies water for a 
week. These people do not have a 
hard water system and consequently 
uses more soft water than would gen
erally be used. 

A complete water system like the 
one illustrated in Fig. 1 has just been 
installed by Oscar Lindblad, near 
Svea, in Kandiyohi county. He had 
added a water closet on the first floor 
and the plumbing fixtures are of ex
cellent grade. He states that the cost 
of the complete water system and 
sewage disposal will be about $650. 
The windmill and stock storage 
tank are not included in this cost. 
These two items would add about 
$150 to the cost. It is difficult to 
imagine any other improvement for 
$800 that will, save as much time, 
bring as much comfort' and promote 
good health as much as this will. His 
windmill has been in operation for 
fifteen years wth an expense of about 
$10 for repairs. His stock tank is in 
the hay loft and supplies water to all 
parts of the barn. The cost of such 
an installation can be reduced $200 
easily by using less expensive fixtures 
and by having the bathroom on' the 
first floor near the kitchen. It will 

, be well worth any person's time to 
visit the home of Mr. Lindblad, if 
he is contemplating installing a wa
ter and sewage disposal system. 
Mr. Lindblad's house is fitted, also, 
with a modern, piped, warm air heat
ing system and with acetylene lights. 

There are a number of particular 
features in this water system to which 
attention should be called. Many 
people are afraid to use gravity tanks 
because- they may leak, sweat or over
flow. Tank should be made of six
teen gauge galvanized iron, properly 
riveted. Do not use a lighter tank 
if you wish to have it last a life time. 
The tanks should be covered. These 
tanks will give no trouble from sweat
ing if they are placed in a closet 
where the air cannot circulate. A 
system like the one in Fig. 2 has been 
used in a new house built in 1914 
without any trouble or expense. A 
few tanks have given trouble when 
they overflow. This is a very serious 
fault. It can be and should be guard
ed against. Some people have used 
an enclosed tank, air tight. We do 
not recommend this. The tank costs 
more and since air has to be let in as 
water is drawn out, it is not practi
cable for any place where water is 
drawn out at more than one faucet. 

There are several ways of taking 
care of the overflow. The pipe which 
carries the water away from the tank 
to the stock tank should be larger 
than the pipe from the pump to the 
tank. If the pipe from the pump is 
one inch, then the overflow should 
be one and one quarter inches, or if 
the pipe from the pump is one and 
one quarter inches then the other 
should be one and one half inches. 
Even this pre1=aution might not suf
fice in the case of a windmill. It is 
well to provide another overflow pipe 
for emergency. Another overflow 
connected to the overflow from the 
soft water tank may be provided as 
shown in Fig. 1. If orie tank only is 
used the safety overflow may pass out 
through the side of the house. This 
pipe should turn down in the tank 
and reach nearly to the bottom of 
the tank. This will prevent the pipe 
from letting in a current of cold a1r 
in the winter. 
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Attention might be called to the 
relation of the two water systems .. 
The hard water or \veil water is con
nected to a faucet at the kitchen sink·· 
and also to the water closef. The soft 
water is used at all other points. The 
well water is used in the water 
closet so as to conserve the soft wa
ter. A water doset will require from 
one and one-half to two ·barrels of 
water per day. The water closet, as 
usually supplied for city homes, uses 
about six gallons of water· to each 
ffushing. This should be cut down to 
three or four gallons for use on farm 
systems. Near the shower head in 
Fig. 1 is a stop-cock which gives a 
cross connection between the well
water and soft water systems. If 
either system is out of. water, witter 
from the other tank can be used in 
both systems. 

Necessary Stop-Cocks 

Beside.s the stop-cock mentioned 
above there are others that 'should be 
installed. Straightway cocks or so
called "gate valves" are more suitable 
for these cocks than are lever handle 
cylinder cocks or tlie compression 
cocks. A stop-cock should be 'placed 
just above the soft water pump to re
lieve the pressure from the pump 
valves. This cock and the one pla~ed 
just below the pump will enable the 
owner to shut off the water during 
pump repairing. A cock should be 
placed just below each water tank to 
make it possible to shut off the water 
while repairing faucets,. etc. 

A cross connection with a stop-cock; 
placed therein should be made be
tween the pipe coming from the pump 
and the return pipe to stock tank. A 
cock should be placed in the!nletjust 
above this cross connection. A check 
valve should be placed in the inlet 
pipe. This arrangement will make it 
possible to pump water direct to stock 
tank at times when the house tank is 
full and water is low in the stock 
tank. These fwo cocks and cross con-

nection will enable a person to· drain 
the water from the house tank· into 
the_ stock tank. If the stock tank is 
above the level of the pipes, where 
they enter the basement, then some 
water would stand in the pipes in the 
house up to the level of the water in 
the stock tank. If there is ariy danger 
of these pipes freezing at 'any time, 
then a lever handle stop and waste 
can be placed in one of these pipes, 
so as to drain them. 

Location of Tanks 

When the bathroom is on the first 
floor, the tanks can be placed on the 
floor of a closet in the second story, 
as shown in Fig. 2. ·If the bathroom 
is on the second floor, the tanks must 
be elevated as much as possible. They 
should be elevated higher than· those 
shown in Fig. 1, where possible. The 
questio-!_1 is often asked, "Can we 
place them in the attic?" There is 
neve,r any reason for placing the well 
water tank in the attic. The soft 

Stop cocA-· 
Fi11:. 3 

A Stop-Cock of the Cylinder Type. The gate 
valve, or compressio•l cock is better for most 

places 
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water tank may be p_laced in the at
tic if, it and the· pipes are extremely 
well protected. · One way o'f protect
ing them .is to build a· room around 
the tank, place a small register in the 
ceiling opening into this room, and 
take the pipesdirectly down from the 
tank. The . tank may also be placed 
close to the chimney and cribbed in 
with the chimney. 

Step J?y Step 
The firsf step to take in putting in 

a water system of this type if you do 
not desire to put . it all in at once is 
to put in the hard water tank, inside 
toilet, kitchen sink and septic tank. 
The force pump xhay be used at the 
sink for soft water. The next step 
would be a soft water tank, the third 
step the hot water tank, anq' finally 
the complete bathroom fixtures may· 
be installed. The first step cost Mr. 
McKay about $200. The second step 
would cost about $40. The third step 
would cost about $35: The final com
pleti<!n would cost about $100. The · 
total cost might be increased $100 to 

BLACK PIPE LIN~S • WELl. W.4TEg 
BlUE • • • SOFT •. 
RED • • SOFT NO f WATfR 

Check· va/ye 
I<~i~r. 4 

A Check Valve. Those with a leather face 
oa the valve are recommended 

$200 according to thejype of instal
lation and the location of rooms. 

Soil Pipe 
In Fig. 1, note that the soil pipe or 

stack extends above the bathroom and 
through the roof. This is necessary_ 

Fi~r. 2 
The Complete Water System for the Farm, Includine: 'Vindmill, Stora11:e Tank and Septic 

Tatck. Waste pipes in the house not shown 

/ 
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for ventilation for the septic tank 
and it also is necessary to prevent the 
water from siphoning out of the 
traps. Some systems use back vented 
plain traps. The ordinances of many 
cities require back venting to prevent 
siphoning. If non-siphon traps are 
used, back venting is not necessary as 
has been shown in hundreds of homes. 
If the bathroom is located on the first 
floor as in Fig. 2, then. the stack can 
be dispensed with. A. one inch or a 
one and one-half inch pipe may be 
used to vent the soil pipe. This pipe 
will cost less than the soil pipe. A 
system of this type has been used suc
cessfully and not a single trap ever 

-siphoned out. 

Septic Tank 

The position of the septic tank 
should be noted in Fig. 2, as well as 
the position at which the soil pipe 
passes through the basement wall. 
Note in Fig. 1, that the soil pipe 
does not go down to the basement 
floor as is shown in ~o many bulletins 
and advertising pamphlets on plumb
ing systems. The practice of follow
ing city plumbing in farm homes has 
caused many people to come to grief. 
I have been called to five homes re
cently where this was the trouble. 

Do not take the soil pipe dowi1 below 
the basement floor unless you are sure 
it can be done. If the basement is 
used for laundry or for a shower bath 
a drain for it can be installed as 
shown in Fig. 2. ' 

Simpler Types 

On many farms the well water is 
soft enough to use in the hot water 
tank and for all purposes. The sys
tem then can be much simplified and 
put in at a cost of less than $300. 

On a few farms the tank may be 
elevated on a hill and then one tank 
may supply both house and barns 
with well water. This will reduce 
the cost by about $40. 

We advise the use of three-quar
ters inch galvanized iron pipe 
throughout all the house. Use five
eighths inch faucets where it is pos
sible . to secure them. Do not allow 
plumbers to use white lead or pipe 
compound on the inside of the pipe. 
The pipe compound should be used 
on the male thread. If it is used on 
the female thread or inside of the 
pipe, the water will be oily, and fre
quently the pipes are partially filled. 
The compound may give trouble by 
being washed into valves and cocks. 


